Seicane bmw

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. You want to make your trip more interesting?
You want to keep your children in the seat during long driving? If that, you come to the right
place. Listen to music, listen to radio, watch the movies, play games and many other wonderful
in-car multimedia entertainments. Show everyone how amazing your car's new entertainment
system is! Shop All Categories. Home Blog Testimonials. Your Shopping Cart is Empty. Shop
By. Rover 75 5. Items 1 to 48 of total Show: 24 36 Page: 1 2 3. Ships in business days. Popular
Tags. BMW E60 navigation system Mercedes benz SL R navigation system Mercedes benz X
dvd player Mercedes benz X in dash navigation Mercedes benz android C navigation system
Mercedes benz android w navigation system Mercedes benz navigation system Porsche
Cayenne dvd player Porsche Cayenne navigation system Porsche navigation system Suzuki
Grand Vitara navigation system Suzuki Jimny dvd navigation Suzuki Jimny navigation system
Suzuki navigation system android bmw x5 e53 navigation system audi navigation system bmw
E90 navigation system bmw x5 e53 dvd player bmw x5 e53 navigation system toyota navigation
system View All Tags. Follow Us. Subscribe To Our Newsletter:. All Rights Reserved. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. All car dvd players you see here are easy to install. I
have the factory navigation, wanted to know what other parts is need with this unit to get the
Apple CarPlay to work or is everything included? And could you please tell us the model and
year of your car? Then we can check if our unit fit your car ,hope you could cooperate with us.
Looking forward to hearing from you soon. By Seicane. Could you please send us the photo of
your car's dashboard? Then we can help you to check if it can fit your car. Shop All Categories.
Home Blog Testimonials. Your Shopping Cart is Empty. System None Android Qty: Add to Cart.
Digital TV opt. Wi-Fi yes DVD opt. Video Parameter Analogous Output 2. By Dan Dec 2, Was this
answer helpful? Ask a new question. Tab 2 Body Ask a new question. Product Tags Add Your
Tags:. Popular Tags. Follow Us. Subscribe To Our Newsletter:. All Rights Reserved. Be the first
to review this product. FM: FM radio: 18channels AM radio: 12channels. All formats are
supported. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. All car dvd players you see here are
easy to install. By Seicane. Does the screen do good in the sun? Like is it hard to see when the
sun is on it or can you see the screen well? And is there anything else I would need to get when
changing from Stock Radio to this? Dear,yes,it could still work in the sun. Then we can check if
this unit fits your car. Thank you for your inquiry and we are happy to contact you. Then we can
check which unit fits your car. With reference to Fredriks question below, my se coupe has the
separate heated seat buttons below the main control unit. Your products only seem to cover the
version that has the integrated heated seat buttons in the main HVAC controls. Please advise.
Dear customer The radios do not come with an internal satellite radio tuner. And Could you
please send us the photo of your car's dashboard? Then we can help you to check if it can fit
your car. Shop All Categories. Home Blog Testimonials. Your Shopping Cart is Empty. Qty: Add
to Cart. Digital TV opt. Video Parameter Analogous Output 2. DVD Video output range 1. Tab 1
Body Q: I am assuming that this works with my e90 xi without iDrive, correct? This also has aux
sub outs? I am using the other users pic, but its exactly like mine. By Austin Dec 5, Was this
answer helpful? Ask a new question. Tab 2 Body Ask a new question. Tab 3 Body Q: I am
assuming that this works with my e90 xi without iDrive, correct? Product Tags Add Your Tags:.
Popular Tags. Follow Us. Subscribe To Our Newsletter:. All Rights Reserved. Be the first to
review this product. IGO Sygic map for Android 6. FM: All formats are supported. BMW X5 E53
aftermarket radio is actually a micro computer. WinCE offers a virtual hardware platform to
allow testing some application systems. System WinCE6. Aftermarket radio for BMW X5 can
voice remind drivers the coming cross and navigation situations that you can decide if you
need to turn your steering wheel. One important function from voice navigation is that drivers
can arrive destination safely without watching operating terminal. At the radio operation
terminal, BMW X5 E53 aftermarket radio will show you your current position, driving speed, the
distance to your spots, and the planned routes, once you drive away from the planned routes,
or drive on a wrong direction, the radio navigation system will design a new route for you. Radio
GPS navigation is a high-precision, hours service and global system, and works well for your
different demand, even in the unmanned midnight. So GPS can receive signal just like a radio,
perhaps something will influence GPS receiving signal, but technically, how wide you can see
the sky, how much signal could your navigation gets. So when you should use navigation
system in an open terrain. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. Recent Posts. Recent
Comments. If you would like to effectively improve your driving experience, it is a wise choice
for you to replace your factory radio with a new aftermarket car radio. And to reduce some
budget on upgrading, you can try to deal with the installation all on your own. If you own the

same or similar dashboard, you can take this instruction as a reference. Using the improper
fuse may cause damage of fire, so when replace the fuse, please consult the professionals. If
you meet any problems you cannot deal with independently, it is suggested that you should
contact your dealer, communicate with someone experienced or turn to a professional for help.
For more details, please click:. If you get this remarkable car radio installed in your car, you will
be able to get access to a wide range of practical and entertainment features, so that you will
get a wonderful driving experience. With the assistance of the worldwide real-time GPS
navigation function of this unit, you can easily locate where you are currently and gain the
optimal route option to get to your desired destinations according to the turn-by-turn directions
and voice prompts. And what you cannot ignore is that this unit comes with dual zone function,.
Additionally, without keeping your hands off the steering wheel control, you are able to dial,
answer, reject and mute Bluetooth hands-free phone calls for convenience as well as listen to
Bluetooth streaming music from your phone music playlist for enjoyment. Skip to content Skip
to main menu Menu. Before connecting, please make sure the ignition is off to avoid short
circuit. Ensure connect the yellow and red power cable at last. Ensure that all loose wires are
isolated with electrical tape 4. Ensure that all ground is connected to the same place. Original
Dash. Original Dash 2. Remove the CD decorative frame with a tool. Remove the CD decorative
frame with a tool 3. Remove the four screws with a screwdrivers. Remove the four screws with a
screwdrivers 4. Withstand the bottom arrows with a tool 5. Remove the conditioning air outlet 6.
Stick the paper well. Stick the paper well 7. After Cutting. After Cutting 9. Remove the original
Blue Plug and White Plug. Remove the original Blue Plug and White Plug Take out the device
and locked well the holder in the base with a PA2. Install well the monitor in the dashboard and
locked well. Install well the monitor in the dashboard and locked well Fixed well the holder in
the bottom of the air conditioning with TM 5. Full test all the functions. Full test all the functions
Installation Effect. And what you cannot ignore is that this unit comes with dual zone function,
Additionally, without keeping your hands off the steering wheel control, you are able to dial,
answer, reject and mute Bluetooth hands-free phone calls for convenience as well as listen to
Bluetooth streaming music from your phone music playlist for enjoyment. What are you waiting
for? If you like this unit, just add it to your shopping cart. Recent Posts. Recent Comments. In
demand of good driving experiences, people would like to choose the GPS Navigation Radio to
replace the original radio. Please prepare professional car radio dismantling tools, screwdriver,
3M electronic tape, 3M double side tape, sleeve, cotton cloth. Before installation, please check
your car firstly. For more detailed information, you can go to the following website:. With 8. Its
screen feels very smooth and flawless. Besides, its customized wallpaper allows you to set your
own photo as background of the main menu. BMW is one of the most well-know car brands all
over the world. Unfortunately it seems like the auto companies launch new car models every
year. Little hard for ordinary people to follow it to upgrade their cars. Or incorrect installation
guide may cause some unexpected damage to both your car and your new unit. The car stereo
is equipped with worldwide real-time navigation function of high accuracy. With current
location, speed, mileage, landmark building display, 3D street view, destination search and
turn-by-turn voice directions, it will be your perfect road companion. Have a safe driving all the
time. Have you ever upgraded your factory radio before? If not, you will be greatly amazed at the
different experience if you try to replace your factory radio with a new one. You may worry
about the installation. Please keep all the separate parts from the car. Please take great care of
the dashboard to avoid scratching it during its detachment and installation. Please keep handy
any parts from the car and make use of all the original screws from the car as much as possible.
The original dashboard before installation. Pry the panel off with a lever. Unplug the
air-conditioning assembly. Then unscrew the CD player and pull the CD player out. Disconnect
the power plug behind the CD player and the plug of the radio aerials. Take off the plastic
bracket frame behind the CD Player. Six screws are shown in the picture as follow. Unscrew the
2 turnbuckles no. After the removal, the bracket is not needed, because the DVD comes with its
metal bracket panel. Mount the metal bracket panel of DVD to the position where the factory CD
bracket panel is dismounted. Screw the 4T20 screws on. Then connect the wires to the new
Seicane radio as t he user manual or the wiring diagram shows. Turn on the new Seicane stereo
to have a careful check if everything works well. To make sure you have a successful upgrade,
you need to be clear about every step before the installation. You also need to confirm that your
new car stereo can be compatible with your car. Some of you may have no idea about how to
remove and install the radio of Mini Cooper. But you want to have a new aftermarket radio with
more functions and enjoy your car life with Mini Cooper. Let the panel hang down when the top
is loose. Open the glove box and remove two screws from the panel on the right side of the
radio. And we can install a new aftermarket radio next. If it works with no problem,and then you
can fix four screws on your new aftermarket radio. You can use hands-free calls and music

streaming by bluetooth. You can also use 3D navigation maps with voice cues, cursors, road
planning and so on. The luminosity of this device is not bright enough. So some people will
ask:. There are many ways to solve this problem. Please find out this sticker. There are all the
wires definition on this sticker. Or if you have any other good method to solve this problem,we
are glad to hear any iders from you. Today to have a multipurpose navigation in your car is a
necessary. Many people invite the professionals when they install the head unit, but most
people do it by their self. To access the radio module to connect to the new on board monitor 4 ,
remove these: 6 Decorative strip on instrument panel, 11 Trim on instrument panel, middle Make
sure your seats and the center console are covered to avoid damage. Use a plastic lever tool to
pry at the end of the decorative trim to detach the side metal clip and gently pull the trim across.
The trim is held using metal clips along the length of the trim. Remove the buttons for hazard
light and door lock by pressing on the metal clips at the top and button as indicated. Remove
the two screws at the top middle instrument panel. Pull the panel towards you with force at
these two locations. The panels are held on to metal clips at the side and are very tight. Detach
the ashtray trim by lifting it upwards as shown. There are held using plastic tabs at the bottom
of the trim. Now is the tricky part of removing the dark wood bottom middle trim which is also
tightly held by metal clips. The red plastic tool is used to lever and not to damage the
component. Bottom middle trim removed. Detach the connectors to the two buttons DTC and
Parking sensor. Attach one of these parts to the wire harness from the radio unit and to the
back of the radio. Connect the Bluetooth speaker to the cable. Next step is to remove the
original on board monitor. To remove the original on board monitor, reomve the two screws
using a Torx screwdriver T10 or star. This metal connector will be attached to the new unit. To
prevent damaging the new wire harness red, blue and grey connectors end , use making tape to
wrap the connectors. Fish the cable through the back of console from the radio to the top area
behind the screen. This is a plastic coated wire. The old wire harness should be reconnected to
the new plastic receiver so that the wiring loop is completed. Remove the ground wire B. Extend
the wire using a longer wire, strip the wire and wrap it round the metal connector piece as
shown. Note: The manufacture recommends soldering the wire to the metal connector. However
wrapping it will ground it as well. Use double sided tape to mount it. Signal strong enough even
though it is hidden under the dash board. The mounting step is not very difficult, and it just
takes you a few minutes. You will be a professional if you put these points in mind. Rearview
etc. No need to cut your original power cable,just plug and play,simple installation. So it can
keep your original radio CD player in the dash. Your original CD player can work as normal.
Similar to factory BMW iDrive navigation system which is also with iDrive controller that slots in
by the handbrake. It can keep your steering wheel control works as original! Home screen and
menu are clones of the iDrive interface. Guidance with the Navigation systems, you can go
anywhere! RAM ????? Support hard disk G and HD map. Support Sanyo 6 disc DVD changer
optional. Assistance reversing auxiliary function of original car Help External Tv function Help
all normal analogy Tv. It can fit to your car perfectly. It can combined with your original car
perfectly. Keep your steering wheel control works as original. No need to cut your original
power cable, Simple installation. So excellent! If you are not sure about this,you can contact us
online or send us an email. We will help you confirm whether it is fit to your car in 24 hours.
First it has the function of gps navigation. It is the most important function of a dvd player. And
this gps navigation system can start quickly. With this gps navigation system,you can go
anywhere you want to go. This is also an important function and can give the drivers more
entertainment. We also can provide the Built in digital TV as options. You can connect your
iphone to this device via bluetooth. Then you can call out via this device,you also can receive
phone via this device. Support RDS. You can listen to the channal you like. Original Canbus
system for steering wheel control. Real time clock function. Night Mode support. Close display
and enjoy music in the background,protect you for driving at night. Dual zone function support.
Enjoy music while using GPS. Shop now! Bluetooth function allows you to synchronize with
your Bluetooth-enabled cell phone for hands-free calling. Then, you must also ensure that your
GPS provider has up to date maps of your country. Sometimes, incorrect and incoherent maps
lead to navigation disasters! Although is that this the actual event? Numerous reduce superior
camcorder devices do not like nearly the raised moaning stages greater firmness for top-level
motor unit athletics vehicles. However, the particular direction-finding is unable to position or
perhaps able to give you two-dimensional harmonizes. Am I able to take advantage of the
navigation in foreign countries? Involving training programme you can utilize the system to be
able to navigate, provided that you get a hold of the local map style induce. Moreover, you will
need to recognize that the real nav creates faults. Do not let yourself dependent upon this
Navigation. Looking for a professional site and choose your favorite model to match it, then
click the button, add one into cart, you will have the great chance to realize what you want. You

are the one different from others and catch the Christmas season chance to get the discount
you want. The instrument panel and center console are so familiar that you are reminded of its
consistent sense of quality. During the disconnection, you should also check out whether the
connectors are broken. Just have to be careful with it, since the connectors are the bridge
between the vehicle and the car gadgets. Any problem with the connectors can lead to the
malfunction of the DVD Navigation. With the hydractive suspension, the ride quality is highly
improved, for example, you can still well balance the vehicle even one tire of the wheels is flat.
Surely you can drive only on three wheels in that case and also it helps to level the car to a
certain extent. If you find yourself out as well as driving, how will you get pleasure from her by
using sophisticated technological innovation? High-level technology has produced many
people an fun options within their vary. For anybody who is in your own home, you can play
with plenty of tools regarding amusement. Just be sure are generally away or perhaps on the
highway, just how do you get hold of excitement using state -of-the-art modern technology? Car
Video Gambler. They may be the best lover for the visiting. Even so, several of these solutions
tend to be having said that applying interlacing , which might cause the image to help foriegn.
Because safety factors are the key portion in the travelling, which means this wireless has
become the many attributes in the Car Movie business. In some devices, this also lets you
reduces costs of the background music through the cellular phone designed with A2DP, that
make your current entertainment to become handier. At this time they need to acquire problems
below take a look at these people. They desire you will likely have greater idea of Gps unit
following checking the passageway. It has a 2-zone function, so your passengers can watch
movies while you listen to music, with audio interference. The sound coming from the player is
clear and resonant, making dialogs in movies easy to understand and follow. The DVD player
can also be used to play music while your riders are enjoying their movies. You can type in the
address and a map would pop up. The name and address of your destination is highlighted so
that you can easily see it. There are thousands of maps in the website that can be downloaded.
Like your cellular phone, you can also use your voice to give orders to the radio and to the
other entertainment devices aboard your car. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu.
Precaution for Installation: 1. If you have any question, please feel free to let us know! Tips
before the installation: 1. Please disconnect the power before the installation. Please prepare a
lever and a screwdriver before the removal and the installation. Remove screws marked by red
arrows. Take out original DVD player Unplug the connectors behind the unit. Connect the power
cables as the picture shows. Remove screws in the spare tire in the trunk. Take out the spare
tire. Remove four screws marked with red arrows. Remove screws in triangle crutch. Take out
triangle crutch. Check all the accessories for the new Seicane head unit. Connect the harnesses
to the back of the new Seicane head unitrefer to instructions. Turn on the new Seicane head unit
to have a careful check if everything works well. Put the new Seicane head unit into the dash
and install the four screws. Install the trim panel into its original place. Then connect the wires
to the new Seicane stereo as t he user manual or the wiring diagram shows. Put the new
Seicane stereo into the dash. Put everything into their original place. Let the panel hang down
when the top is loose BMW Mini Cooper radio removal step 1 2 Remove two screws from the
panel on the left side of the radio with a screwdriver. The first one: please adjust the screen
brightness in the settings. Installation Guide To access the radio module to connect to the new
on board monitor 4 , remove these: 6 Decorative strip on instrument panel, 11 Trim on
instrument panel, middle Make sure your seats and the center console are covered to avoid
damage. The middle panel removed. Detach the three connectors. Easiest way is to use a long
flat screw driver and pry it outwards using an object to lever. Detach the connectors to the two
buttons DTC and Parking sensor Remove the two screws and slide out the radio unit. Radio unit
pulled out. Back of the radio unit. Remove this wire harness by pressing the plastic piece and
pull. To remove the original on board monitor, reomve the two screws using a Torx screwdriver
T10 or star Slide the mo
2006 chevy cobalt accessories
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maxum owners club
nitor forward and pull out. Remove the two connectors. This connector will not be used. It is
easier to use a plastic coated hanger wire to fish the cable to the top. Attach this wire harness
to the back of the radio. The two wires at the back of the screen need to be grounded. This wire
A should be connected to a screw to the front of the radio. This wire B should be soldered to the
metal connector plug to the screen. Metal connector Extended wire Ground wire B removed
Note: The manufacture recommends soldering the wire to the metal connector. Check for
proper grounding of the ground with a multi-meter. Ground wire A is connected to the screw for

the radio. Both Wire A and Wire B grounded. Connect the GPS antenna cable to the back.
Connect the red, blue and grey connectors from the radio. Power up the car and the unit should
initialize. Re-install all the trims. Read the manual for setting up the software and GPS system.
DVD yes Bluetooth yes Camera opt. Recent Posts. Recent Comments.

